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GLOBE EDITORIAL

In crisis, Boston libraries need better board, more
private funds
February 19, 2010

THE BOSTON Public Library system is in crisis. Before drastic cuts are made, the library’s trustees must do all
they can to raise private money and make their best case for restoration of state aid on Beacon Hill.

The trustees warn that as many as 10 of the system’s 26 branches could be closed due to budget shortfalls in
the next fiscal year. But some library supporters would rather see the heads of the trustees on the chopping
block. “I suggest this board should resign,’’ said Marleen Nienhuis, president of the Friends of the South End
Library, during Wednesday’s packed meeting of the trustees. “We need better people than you to protect this
institution.’’

Mass resignations are not necessary just yet. But the makeup of the nine-member board is not adequate to
saving a library system that faces a $3.6 million budget shortfall. Hard decisions await, including which libraries
may need to close and which services will be curtailed. The public needs to have confidence that the trustees
have done everything in their power to mitigate the losses.

State aid to the Boston library system is expected to decrease by 70 percent over fiscal years 2010 and 2011,
in part because none of the current trustees has much clout at the State House. It’s an aging board, heavy on
love of libraries and short on fundraising acumen. That model doesn’t work in times of tight budgets. Board
president Jeffrey Rudman is appealing to Mayor Menino to appoint a “well-regarded member of the Legislature
or well-established philanthropist’’ to the current open position on the board. Menino should do so immediately.
And then he should look toward reconstituting the board, with an emphasis on fundraising.

It is still possible that state cuts will not be as deep as expected. But library president Amy Ryan is asking the
current trustees to choose between two options if things don’t improve: retain all 26 branches but drastically
reduce days and hours of operation at 18 of the smaller facilities; or close 8 to 10 libraries but strengthen staff
and collections in the surviving branches.

Keeping all of the branches open is the weaker of the two options, especially if some are open for only a day
or two each week. That strategy might reduce the neighborhood outcry, but it would greatly undermine
services. Closing several branches would be a better, if still painful, alternative. A thorough assessment of
circulation statistics and building conditions should yield some obvious choices for closure.

The library system must also make room for more volunteers, including retired teachers . Attempts by such
volunteers to offer their services are often met with grievances from unionized library workers. The system is in
desperate need of a new, grievance-proof policy on the use of volunteers.

It’s a brutal budget environment - no time to pull punches, even in the mannerly world of libraries. 
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